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Jan 2019 Newsletter 

Dear Owners, 

What is happening in the market? 

Unit 12 is fully renovated. We are ready to put $320k on the market and looking for one 

lucky investor. Any one wants to buy the second one, please let me know straight away. As 

you know the good one won’t last long. 

I also advertise for $420 a week at same time. 

 

Rental market 

Beginning of the year is always crazy, I rented out 7 units within the first two weeks. Three units are 

doing the full renovations. We also achieve a very good result: 

Unit 66 - $450 a week; Unit 35 - $395 a week; Unit 08 - $385 a week; Unit 40 - $370 a week 

Unit 62 - $385 a week 

Paint on External wall 

Due to painter is busy with painting three internal units, he will start paint my unit 68 to 71 

next week. Then we will get into those owners who asked me from last newsletter to paint 

their individual unit. As I remember, we will get unit 6, 8, 38 & 41 next. I still need to take 
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lots of photos and do a report to those owners before we start the job. It will happen mid of 

February. 

 

Plan to get a new pedestrian gate install at the end of our complex 

It’s just my thoughts. During lots of sales happening in our complex, lots of buyers asking 

whether there is another access at the back of our complex. 

Because if there is a gate, it only takes 10 mins walk to Harbour Town. 

 I believe once the gate installed it can increase the value of our complex.  

I have discussed with body corporate already. I am seeking getting couple quotations done by the 

end of February.  
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Looking towards outside Harbour Town Villas 

 

Looking towards inside Harbour Town Villas 

 

I am going back to China from 2nd Feb to 11th Feb for Chinese New Year. But I am still contactable by 

email or mobile if you need.  

 

Regards, 

Jerry Zhang 


